Learning Assessment Task Force
Meeting Notes
October 15, 2013
3:40 pm – 5:00 p.m.
Student Services Center, I4-402

ATTENDEES

Julie Barnes, Chair
Jill Baker
Leela Bingham
Kristan Clark

Jennifer Cost
Ed Helscher
Madeleine Hinkes
Angela Liewen

Pam Luster
Andrew MacNeill
Marichu Magaña
Susan Topham

AGENDA ITEM A: LATF 2013-2014 Action Plan
LOOKING BACK:

•
•

Julie will update the 2012-2013 LATF Action Plan to reflect what was achieved.
We might publish a newsletter to review what people did and learned in 20122013.

LOOKING FORWARD:
MOST IMMEDIATE PRIORITY:

•

COMMENTS/
DISCUSSION

ACTION PLAN ITEM #6: Expand meaningful institution-level learning
assessments.

ILOs:

•

For next time: We will focus on our ILOs.
• Do the ILOs reflect the values that we value?
• Do we want to include others?
• How are they defined?
• There was a discussion of perhaps including “civility.”

ACCJC Rubric:

•

ACTION ITEMS

Next time will also focus on the ACCJC rubric, which should be a part of our
action plan.

Make sure that everyone has our ILOs and
their current definitions.
Correct Action Plan Header that reads 2012-13

PERSON(s) RESPONSIBLE
Julie
Julie
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DEADLINE
ASAP
ASAP

AGENDA ITEM B: New ACCJC Rubric
DISCUSSION

Will discuss next time

ACTION ITEMS

RESPONSIBLE

None

DEADLINE

AGENDA ITEM C: Roundtable
ILOs should be a distinct area of interest for our groups this fall. Civility, the
subject of a recent Board Policy, would be interesting to assess and perhaps include
as a new ILO.
BARNES:

Others with ideas shared that we could work with the ASG, look at civility among
employees, survey our own perceptions, etc. For our website document center and in
thinking about learning assessment, let’s remember the big paradigm shift from
teaching to learning, as initially discussed by Terry Banion, Robert Barr and John Tagg.
We will be using our teaching and learning money to work with adjuncts on
SLOs. There will be food.

BINGHAM:

COST: In thinking about the faculty perspective, it’s very important that assessment is
meaningful. We need to discuss learning outcomes in multiple venues, at the District
and on campuses, paying attention to what we already do, and we want to embrace
the spirit of civility in moving forward.

COMMENTS/
DISCUSSION

HELSCHER: The Taskstream 2.0 pilot is ready to go. A small group of folks will be testing
it from DSPS, Student Affairs, COMS, SPAN. We no longer have to worry about status
reports and actionable items. It will be streamlined and easier. We may have to do a
little work once it goes online.

Some thoughts • Reports aren’t likely to improve any time soon and they’re often inaccurate.
Ed will make sure we have accurate reports published at the beginning of each
semester.
• Remember: When you finish inputting and everything is complete, press the
SHARE button, which means, “Ok, I finished this cycle. Others can look at it.”
• Ed will wait until Thanksgiving to input program SLOs when he has a break to
do this. At next Dean’s Council: If anyone has SLO changes at the program
level, give them to Ed asap.
• 2012-13 Closing the Loop: Ed will make trainings available.
• SLO Training Workshops in LRC432, 9:00-11:00
• Tuesday, October 22
• Wednesday, October 23
• Thursday, October 24
• SLO Training Workshop in LRC432, 2:00-4:00
• Friday, October 25
• Would it be possible to do a special session with Student Services folks?
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Ed: Yes.
Will it be our job to work on ILOs? Yes and it’d be good to complete that
before we convert to using Taskstream 2.0.

HINKES:

LIEWEN: I’m on a team which will focus on study hall for athletes and am excited. Per
meeting notes from the last meeting, I will work on e-portfolios.

Thanks for your work on behalf of the BOT meeting. The students did such a
great job demonstrating their learning. I received many mails afterward saying it was
the best BOT meeting ever. Mike Gast videoed. In assessing student learning, we can
load such videos into Taskstream. We have many similar opportunities to capture
student learning through performances, etc.
LUSTER:

MACNEILL:

We used our teaching and learning money to look at assessment cycles.

We used our teaching and learning money to bring together faculty and staff
from EOPS /DSPS/STAR. We talked about program changes, got to know staff, and
thought about how we can work together more effectively. We’ll have a follow-up
session to complete this work.
MAGAÑA:

ACTION ITEMS

Get any program-level SLO changes to Ed ASAP
Get 2012-2013 Wrap-Up Session Schedule to Julie

RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

Deans/Mgrs/Writers ASAP ASAP
ASAP ASAP
Ed

Post-Meeting Addenda:
•

COMMENTS

•

Nellie Dougherty asks to remain on the Task Force, although she may make
very few meetings, if any. She’s interested in the work of the committee and
wants to stay in the loop.
Trina updated the notes from last time, so they reflect the following:
• ITEM C: Changed “Professional” Development Committee to “Staff”
Development Committee
• ITEM C: Noted that the LRC Committee could be morphed into a learning
outcomes resource committee.

Next Meeting: Tuesday, November 5, 2013, 3:40 pm – 5 pm, I4-402
2013-2014 Calendar: 1st/3rd Tuesdays, 3:40-5, I4-402
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2FWREHU 1, 2013
Agenda
Members:
Julianna Barnes, Chair

A. LATF Action Plan/Goals for 2013-2014 (Julie/All)

Jill Baker

B. New ACCJC Rubric (Julie)

Leela Bingham

C. Roundtable

Kristan Clark
Jennifer Cost
Nellie Dougherty
Ed Helscher
Madeleine Hinkes
Angela Liewen
Pam Luster
Laurie Mackenzie
Andrew MacNeill
Marichu Magaña
Michelle Parsons
Mariette Rattner
Susan Topham

Next Meeting:
November 5, 2013
3:40 pm– 5 pm

SD Mesa College 2013-14 Learning Assessment Task Force Action Plan
September 17, 2013
Learning Assessment Task Force Purpose:
To facilitate meaningful dialogue and assessment practices which support the ongoing improvement of student learning and institutional
effectiveness. To provide planning, support, facilitation, communication, and leadership that will enable the achievement of college goals
pertaining to learning assessment.
Goals
1. Facilitate compliance with
accreditation requirements.
2. Envision what would constitute
“Sustainable Continuous Quality
Improvement” at Mesa College,
provide guidelines/benchmarks and
support for its implementation.

Objectives for
2012-13

Status

Review new ACCJC Rubric, and
define how SCQI could best be
achieved at Mesa / utilize stakeholder
input

3. Enhance digital presence and online Develop LAFT website with enhance
tools (incl. enhanced resources and resources and high impact practices at
user-friendliness of web page)
the local, state, and national levels
(incl. “how to” tools)

Actions & Timeline (what
& when)
On-Going

Person(s) Assigned
LATF

Fall 2013

LATF

Develop a draft plan for
sustainable continuous
assessment, which
identifies the timeline and
key components of a
complete cycle,
encompassing the varied
levels of assessment from
course to institutional

Develop FAQs
Website Development

LATF Chair/LAF/IE Office

LATF/IE Office

Communicate evidence of learning
outcomes at Mesa.
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SD Mesa College 2013-14 Learning Assessment Task Force Action Plan
September 17, 2013
Goals
4. Facilitate the sharing and discussion
of effective assessment practices
across SLOs &AUOs, for example,
Community of Practice

Objectives for
2012-13
Support the planning and
implementation of campus-wide
opportunities for the sharing of
effective practices, discussion and
analysis of findings, future institutional
planning in this sphere

5. Continue to evaluate Mesa
College’s assessment resources &
systems/mechanisms/structures,
and provide recommendations in
support of continuous improvement

Fine tuning of TaskStream
a. Develop wish list
b. Support an enhanced ability to
retrieve data from TaskStream
in a useful format

Status

Actions & Timeline (what
& when)

Person(s) Assigned
LATF
Teaching & Learning
monies

LATF/LAC/LAF/IE Office

Evaluation of TaskStream
6. Expand meaningful institution-level
learning assessments.

Run an institution level ILO
assessment report from TaskStream;
Evaluate results and make
recommendations to PIE regarding
future institution-level learning
assessment

LATF

Review assessment models from other
colleges, devise and implement
assessment of ILOs, GE, etc.
7. Engage in robust dialogue about the
results of college wide learning
assessment.

LATF
Key planning and
assessment committees
(e.g. PIE)
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